Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentence and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence. Remember to use what you know about Greek and Latin roots to help you figure out the meaning of words. Write the word in the blank.

1. I wish I were as _____________ as Rachel, who looks good in every picture.
   - subterranean
   - photogenic
   - dehydrated

2. The planes flew close together during the amazing _____________ performance.
   - nautical
   - terrestrial
   - aerial

3. Water is made up of the elements _____________ and oxygen.
   - hydrogen
   - terrain
   - aerospace

4. Our dog Sheba is a _________________, and she loves to dig holes.
   - asterisk
   - cosmonaut
   - terrier

5. If an _________________ hit the spaceship, it could cause a lot of damage.
   - aerometer
   - asteroid
   - aerosol

Write Sentences

Directions: Choose five words from the word bank. For each word, write a sentence using the word correctly.

Word Bank
- terrarium
- hydrate
- navy
- terrace
- astronomical
- territory
- photosynthesis

6. _____________________________________________________________________

7. _____________________________________________________________________

8. _____________________________________________________________________

9. _____________________________________________________________________

10. ____________________________________________________________________